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admitted expert evidence of historical cell phone tower data; and ( 4) the trial 

court violated Charles's constitutional .right to present alternative perpetrator 

(aalt-perp) evidence. Charles also alleges that cumulatively these errors 
. . 

rendered his trial fundamentally unfair. After careful review of the record, we 

now affirm Charles's conviction. 

I. BACKGROUND 

Goldia Massey went missing in late September 2014. She was reported as 

missing by her son, Zach Massey. Close in time to her disappearance, it is 

undisputed that Goldia was with Charles. · 

Police began investigating Charles before· they had located Goldia. 

Charles told police that he had been with Goldia but had dropped her off at her 

old residence and she had gotten into a white pick-up truck. He had not seen 

her since. Law enforcement went to Charles's home shortly after Zach reported 

Goldia missing and found that Charles had begun ripping up the carpet in his 

apartment. Charles claimed that Goldia was clearly high and frantic for drugs 

the evening he saw her. Police were suspicious and obtained a search warrant 

for Charles's home, as well as a warrant for both his and Goldia's cell phones. 

On October 24, 2014, Goldia's dismemb~red arm was found washed up 

on the banks of the Kentucky River. Several weeks.later, in December of 2014, 

her .torso was found in the water. Fingerprint analysis and DNA testing 

· confirmed that the found portions of the body were those of Goldia. The rest of 

Goldia's body has yet to be found. Medical examiners were unable to 
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determine cause· of death but an anthropologist confirmed and opined that 

Goldia's body had been intentionally dismembered by a saw. 

Upon execution of the first search warrant of Charles's home, after the 

discovery of Goldia's body, law enforcement officers used a chemical called 

"Bluestar.". Bluestar is a forensic agent that chemically reacts when it is 

sprayed on blOod, shining a bright blue to show officers where there may be 

blood �p�r�e�~�e�n�t�.� Officers swabbed any areas that reacted for samples to send to 

the Kentucky State Police (KSP) Laboratory. While the search was conducted, 

Charles met with officers. He reiterated that he had not .seen Goldia since he 

dropped her off and she left in a white pick-up truck. Upon questioning, he 

stated that Goldia's blood should not be in his home at all. 

Police ultimately executed a second search warrant on Charles's home. 

KSP Lab confirmed that four of the samples sent to them from Charles's home 

contained blood that was DNA matched to Goldia. Several other swabs tested 
' 

' 
presumptively positive for blood but were not confirmed as blood; several of 

�t�h�~�s�e� items were, however, matched to Gold.ia's DNA (but could have been 

other genetic material). After being confronted with the fact that Goldia's blood 

was in his home, Charles claimed that Goldia had been to his home and had 

fallen down drunk several times, explaining the presence of blood .. Detectives 

also reviewed Charles's and Goldia's cell phone records. A forensic analysis 

showed that both phones were signaling off of the same phone towers until 

about 12:40 a.m. the evening of September 20, 2014, the evening Zach Massey 

claimed his mother went missing. Charles's phone was.once again signaling off 
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The Commonwealth asserted that Charles intentionally murdered.Goldia, 

then intentionally dismembered and disposed of her body in the Kentucky 

River. The( Commonwealth did not assert the �m�e�t�h�o�~� of homicide or the 

motive. However, their case was entirely circumstantial that the intentionality 

of Charles's conduct. could be inferred by the gruesome and deliberate method 

of abuse to Goldia's corpse. Charles argued that, due to the lack of evidence· 

regarding cause of death, he was entitled to a directed verdict. The defense's 

motions were duly considered and rejected. by the trial court. 

The Commonwealth did not assert any evidence that Charles may have 

had a less culpable mental state at the time of Goldia's death. .More 

importantly, Charles did not produce any evidence relevant to his ·state of mind 

at the time of Goldia's.death. Instead, the entire defense was a complete denial 

of any involvement in Goldia's death. Charles presented only one witness to 

question the veracity of the Commonwealth's timeline of Goldia's 

. disappearance. Despite this lack of evidence, Charles requested and claimed 

he was entitled to jury instructions for the lesser included offenses of: 

manslaughter, first degree under extreme emotional distress; �m�a�n�~�l�a�u�g�h�t�e�r�,� 

second degree; and reckless homicide. Charles claimed that there was no 

evidence as to how he intentionally killed Goldia so these other methods were 

just as possible as the intentional murder. 

"An instruction on a lesser included offense .ls required only if, 

considedng the totality of the evidence, the jury might have a reasonable doubt 

as to the defendant's guilt of the greater offense, and yet believe beyond a 
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reasonable doubt that he is guilty of the �l�e�s�s�~�r� offense." Hudson v. 

Commonwealth, 385 S.W.3d 411, 416 (Ky. 2012) (quoting Houston v. 

⸠ ( 
Commonwealth, 975 S.W.2d 925, 929 (Ky. 1998)). "However, the trial court 

has no duty to instruct on a theory· not supported by the �e�v�i�d�e�n�c�e�~�"� Hudson, 

· 385 S.W.3d at 416 (citing Payne v. Commonwealth, 656 S.W.2d 719, 721 (Ky. 

1983)). "In sum, while a defendant is entitled to jury instructions embodying 

defenses reasonably suggested by the evidence, he is not entitled to 

instructions for which there is no evidentiary support." Allen v. 

Commonwealth, 338 S.W.3d 252, 257 (Ky: 2011). 

There was simply no evidence to support any of the alternative theories 

proposed by Charles's brief to this Court. The theories are purely hypothetical 

and speculative. There must be evidenqe to support the theory before an 

entitlement to a jury instruction arises. Charles really argues that because 

there was 愠lack of proof for intentional conduct and there was an instruction 

for intentional murder, he should be entitled to instructions on all other 

possible scenarios, no matter how hypothetical or unlikely. However, Charles 

misunderstands the requirements for a lesser included instruction . 

. First, there must be the possibility that the jury will reasonably doubt 

defendant's guilt as to the instructed charge. See Holland, 466 S.W.3d at 498 

(quoting Osborne v. Commonwealth, 43 S.W.3d 234, 244 (Ky. 2001)). That 

possibility was clearly present here. 䥴 was possible that the jury could have 

rejected the Commonwealth's entire theory of the case and found Charles not 

guilty of murder. 
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獴慴敤 띴桡琠楴敭猠牥瑵牮楮朠愠灯獩瑩癥 牥獵汴 畮摥爠瑨楳 瑥獴 捡渠潮汹 扥 瑥牭敤 

慳 ≰牥獵浰瑩癥 扬潯搬∠慳 潮汹 慤摩瑩潮慬 捯湦楲浡瑩潮 瑥獴楮朠捯畬搠

捯湣汵獩癥汹 �~�s�t�a�b�l�i�s�h� 瑨攠灲敳敮捥 潦 扬潯搠潦 桵浡渠潲楧楮⸠띍献 䅤歩湳 

뜠慤浩瑴敤 瑨慴 牥汥癡湴 汩瑥牡瑵牥 湯瑥猠瑨慴 瑨楳 瑥獴 捡渠牥獵汴 楮 晡汳攠

灯獩瑩癥猬 慬瑨潵杨 獨攠桡猠祥琠瑯 獥攠愠晡汳攠灯獩瑩癥 灥牳潮慬汹 楮 桥爠潷渠
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數灥物敮捥⸠周楲搬 楦 瑨攠獡浰汥 睡猠污牧攠敮潵杨Ⱐ䵳⸠䅤歩湳 捯湤畣瑥搠

捯湦楲浡瑩潮 瑥獴楮朮 彆潵牴栬 灲敳畭灴楶敬礠灯獩瑩癥 楴敭猠睥牥 景牷慲摥搠瑯 

慮潴桥爠污戠敭灬潹敥 景爠䑎䄠 瑥獴楮朮 

併琠潦 瑨攠ㄴ 楴敭獬 䵳⸠䅤歩湳 瑥獴敤 晲潭 癡物潵猠慲敡猠楮 䍨慲汥猧猠

桯浥Ⱐ䤠〠楴敭猠睥牥 灲敳畭灴楶敬礠灯獩瑩癥 景爠扬潯搠畮摥爠瑨攠䭡獴汥ⵍ敹敲 

瑥獴⸠䙯畲 潦 瑨敳攠楴敭猠睥牥 捯湦楲浥搠慳 扬潯搠慮搠瑥獴敤 灲敳畭灴楶敬礠慳 

桵浡渠扬潯搮 周攠潴桥爠獩砠楴敭猠睥牥 楮獵晦楣楥湴 獡浰汥猠瑯 慬汯眠景爠

捯湦楲浡瑩潮 瑥獴楮朠慮搠睥牥 楮獴敡搠景牷慲摥搠潮 景爠䑎䄠 瑥獴楮朠睩瑨潵琠

捯湦楲浡瑩潮⸠뜠�~�i�n�e� 潦 瑨攠瑥渠瑯瑡氠楴敭猠瑨慴 睥牥 灲敳畭灴楶敬礠�p�o�~�i�t�i�v�e� 景爠

扬潯搠浡瑣桥搠䝯汤楡❳ 䑎䄠 慴 愠灲潢慢楬楴礠潦 敩瑨敲 ㄠ楮 ㈰ 煵慤物汬楯渠潲 ㄠ

楮 ㈵ 煵慤物汬楯渻 瑨攠瑥湴栠慮搠晩湡氠獡浰汥 睡猠楮獵晦楣楥湴 瑯 敳瑡扬楳栠愠

䑎䄠 瀺爻潦楬攮 

䅬瑨潵杨 瑨攠汥条氠扡獩猠景爠䍨慲汥猧猠潢橥捴楯渠睡猠湯琠晵汬礠敮畭敲慴敤 

楮 桩猠扲楥昬 瑨攠灲整物慬 晩汩湧猠慮搠桥慲楮杳 牥条牤楮朠瑨楳 楳獵攠獨潷 瑨慴 

䍨慲汥猧猠潢橥捴楯渠睡猠畮摥爠䭒䔠 㐰ㄠ慮搠㐰㌮ 䙩牳琬 桥 慲杵敳 瑨慴 瑨攠

≰牥獵浰瑩癥∠湡瑵牥 潦 瑨楳 瑥獴楮朠牥湤敲敤 楴 楲牥汥癡湴 慮搬 瑨敲敦潲攬 

楮慤浩獳楢汥⸠䅬瑥牮慴楶敬礬 楦 瑨攠敶橤敮捥 睡猠牥汥癡湴Ⱐ䍨慲汥猠慲杵敳 瑨慴 
. . 

瑨攠煵敳瑩潮慢汥 湡瑵牥 潦 瑨攠瑥獴楮朠捡畳敤 瑨攠敶楤敮捥❳ 灲潢慴楶攠癡汵攠瑯 

扥 獵扳瑡湴楡汬礮潵瑷敩杨敤 批 楴猠灲敪畤楣楡氠湡瑵牥⸠

坥 扥杩渠睩瑨 瑨攠灲敭楳攠瑨慴 瑨攠獴慮摡牤 景爠牥汥癡湣攠≩猠灯睥牦畬汹 

楮捬畳楯湡特 慮搠楳 浥琠異潮 愠獨潷楮朠潦 浩湩浡氠灲潢慴楶敮敳献∠Roe v. 

. 1 周楳 捯畮琠數捬畤敳 瑨攠扵捣慬 獷慢 晲潩瀮 䍨慲汥猠畳敤 慳 愠獴慮摡牤 楮 瑨攠
䑎䄠 瑥獴楮朮 

㤠



Commonwf!alth, 493 S.W.3d 814, 820 (Ky. 2015) (internal citations omitted). 

This rule tends to have a "favor toward relevant evidence, reflecting the general 

inclusive thrust in Kentucky ev~dence law." Manery .v. Commonwealth, 492 

S.W.3d 140, 147 (Ky. 2016). Relevant evidence is "evidence having any 

tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the 

determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be 

without the evidence." KRE 401 (emphasis added). 

We hold without question that the presumptive test results.here are 

relevant. Evidence must not be absolutely conclusive .without question in order 

to be relevant. Here, Ms. Adkins testified that the methodology had faults but 

was ge~erally reliable and she herself had never seen a false positive result.2 

She testified that she ~ould not conclusively say the items that were not 

confirmed were, in fact, blood. However, this does not m~e the evidence 

irrelevant. It just provides information for the jury to utilize in the weighing of 

this evidence. This evidence clearly tended to prove that the victim underwent 

some kind of trauma in the home, leaving traces of her blood. Even with the 

caveat that this blood evidence was unconfirmed, it still tended to prove this 

vital fact of the Commonwealth's case. Thus, given the evidence's relevance, we 

must determine whether the prejudicial effect substantially outweighed this 

probativeness. 

2 It is important here to note that Charles· did not question the scientific 
reliability of these tests under Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 59~ 
( 1993), and we therefore do not address the admissibility of this testing under that 
standard but rather only address the admissibility under KRE 401 and 403. 
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"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is 

substantially outweighed by the danger Qf undue prejudice, confusion of the 

issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, or needless 

presentation of cumufative evidence." KRE 403. When determining whether 

this danger substantially outweighs the probative value of the evidence, the 

court has three determinations: 

(i) Assessment of the probative worth of the evidence whose 
exclusion_ is sought; (ii) �a�s�s�e�s�s�m�~�n�t� of the probable impact of 
specified undesirable consequences likely to· flow from its 
�a�d�m�i�s�s�i�o�n�~�·�·� ; and (iii) a determination of whether the product 
of the second judgment (harmful effects from admission) 
exceeds-the product of the first judgment (probative worth of 
evidence). 

Webb v. Commonwealth, 387 S.W.3d 319, 326 (Ky. 2012) (quoting Partin, 918 

. S.W.2d at 222). The rule "does not offer protection against evidence that is 

merely prejudicial in the sense that it is detrimental to �~� party's case." Webb, 

387 S.W.3d at 326 (citing Carter v. Hewitt, 617 F.2d 961, 972 (3d Cir. 1980); 

BrazosRiverAuth. v. GE!onics,_Inc., 469 F.3d 416, 427 (5th Cir. 2006)). 

In Manery, this Court was presented with the admissibility of a forensic 

�t�e�s�t�~� resulting in a presumptive positive for gonorrhea. 492 S.W.3d at 147-49. 

The test result was relevant as it tied Manery to the child victim. 䥤⸠at 147. 

Manery, like Charles here, argued that the presumptive nature of the test 

rendered it irrelevant or that the possibility of false-positives made the test 

results innately and unfairly prejudicial. 䥤⸠at 148. But this Court recognized . . 

that "each type of forensic test carries its own methodology and its own 

processes in reaching a reliable result in addition to its own risks for error ... 
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some tests are more accurate than others." Id. Despite these inherent risks, 

"[f]orensic evidence, so long as it may be reasonably relied upon, is perhaps the 

best evidence available to the Commonwealth" in both Manery and in the case 

before us now. Id. at 148-49. Given the circumstances of the presumptive test 

in Manery, the Court was "left only with the argument that it might have 

resulted in a false-positive-a concern implicit in every consideration of 

forensic evidence-coupled with the failure to conduct additional testing to 
) 

reach a formal diagnosis ... " Id. at 149. The Court, nonetheless, held the trial 

court did not abuse its discretion in admitting the evidence. 

Likewi.se, we hold that the trial court did not err in determining this 

evidence was also admissible. We have outlined the clear and prevalent 

relevance of the evidence. The Commonwealth's case was purely 

circumstantial. Charles initially denied that any of Goldia's blood would be in 

his home, yet the lab confirmed four separate swabs as blood matching the 

victim. Six other presumptive positives for blood at six other locations on ~he 

walls of Charles;s home are obviously highly relevant, not only as evidence of 

the crime itself but his lies about the crime. We are also unpersuaded that 

these test results were unduly prejudicial to overcome· this level of 

probativeness. Ms. Adkins was forthright in admitting that she cannot call 

these testr(;!sults confirmed blood. She admitted that the literature about this 

testing quantifies false positive test results. Defense crossed her effectively on 

the value of this testing. These facts were then, appropriately, left for the jury 
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to weigh and measure in its ultimate decision. There was no error in admitting 

this evidence. 

2) Admitting the Bluestar evidence was not palpable error. 

As previously stated, upon execution of a search warrant �f�~�r� Charles's 

home, officers utilized a chemical called :e,luestar to forensically examine the 

home. Prior to trial, the defense objected to any introduction of evidence 

regarding the use of Bluestar. Charles argued three main objections: (1) the 

testimony required expert testimony which had not been disclosed or noticed 

) pursuant to the rules of discovery; (2) the Commonwealth edited the 

photographs showing the Bluestar reaction, creating a prejudicial �e�f�f�e�~�t�;� and 

(3) the introduction of the photographs and testimony �v�~�o�l�a�t�e�d� KRE 403. The 

trial court dismissed the _discovery violation, noting that information regarding 

the Bluestar testing was within discovery. and �t�~�u�s�,� defense was on notice. As 

to the requirement for expert testimony, the court simply noted that someone 

appropriately qualified could testify �a�~�o�u�t� the testing. Defense failed to request 

a Daubert hearing or object as to the scientific reliability of the evidence or 

qualifications of the expert witness, either pre-trial or during trial on this 

matter. The trial court also dismissed any further objections, noting it 

determined that based on the facts of the case, the Bluestar testing was a 

recognized technique and relevant. 

Detective Bill Reiker testified for the Commonwealth at trial about the 

use of this forensic tool. He explained that Bluestar is a forensic agent that 

chemically reacts when it is sprayed on blood, reacting with the iron in 
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hemoglobin, shining a bright blue to show officers where there may be .blood 

present. Det. Reiker testified briefly of his experience with the forensic agent 

and his brief training in the use of it. He explained that most of his training 

was through on-the-job training and he had utilized Bluest?r about twenty · 

times in processing crime scenes. He testified specifically as to several areas in 
) 

Charles's home that reacted when-sprayed with Bluestar. Swabs were taken 

from these areas and several were forwarded on to the lab for testing. . 

We will address each of Charles's arguments regarding this evidence in 

turn, and explain further facts as necessary. 

i. Allowing the detective to testify as a lay witness without 
proper qualification was not palpable error. 

In his .brief before this Court,_ Charles argues that Det. Reiker "was not 

an expert witness." Charles recounts Det. Reiker's limited .experience and 

education, opining that Det. Reiker _was simply unqualified pursuant to KRE 

702 to testify �a�~�.�t�o� this technical and scientific testing. Charles notes that the 

Commonwealth called Det. Reiker as a lay witness and failed to qualify or 

notice him as an expert witness. Despite these seemingly valid arguments 

regarding the technical nature of this testimony, Charles si:r;nply failed to 

challenge Det. Reiker's testimony under Daubert, as an unqualified witness 

giving expert testimony. Instead, Charles placed his sole objection to this 

testimony as a discovery violation. 

The Commonwealth cannot, and should not, attempt to disguise expert 

·· testimony as lay witness testimony. Likewise, the Defense cannot remedy its 

failure to properly challenge an expert witness by claiming that the 
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Commonwealth called the witness as a non-expert. While the Defense is not 

responsible for putting the Commonwealth oh notice that the testimony in 

question is expert, the.reby giving up a strategical advantage should the 

Commonwealth forego appropriate notice, the Defense must still make the 

appropriate objections. 

We would .note here that we have serious questions as to the 

Commonwealth's practice of this issue .. The Commonwealth seemed intent on 

presenting this testimony as lay testimony, avoiding discovery disclosures and 

notices, rather than being forthright with the production of technical evidence. 

We would again remind the Commonwealth of a �p�r�o�s�e�~�u�t�o�r�'�s� duty to ensure 

the fairness of a trial, for victims and defendants, alike. However, given this 

information, we must acknowledge that Charles failed to make the appropriate 

objections or requests for hearings under KRE 702 and Daubert. The 

Commonwealth correctly nQtes that we have, in the past, noted our 

unwillingness to speculate as to the results of an unrequested Daubert hearing. 

See Tharp v. �C�o�m�m�o�n�w�e�a�l�t�~� 40 S.W.3d 356, 367-68 (Ky. 2000) ("We decline to 

speculate on the outcome of an unrequested Daubert hearing, or to hold that 

the failure to conduct such a hearing sit.a sponte constitutes palpable error."). 

As such, we are forced to review this issue under palpable error review .. 

Under'Rule of Criminal Procedure (RCr) 10.26, "[a] palpable error which 

. affects the substantial rights of a party may be considered ... by an �a�p�p�e�~�l�a�t�e� 

court on appeal, even though insufficiently raised or preserved for review, and 

appropriate relief may be grante,fi upon a determinatjon that manifest �i�n�j�u�s�t�i�c�~� 
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has resulted from the error" (emphasis added): "When an appeIIate court 

engages in a palpable error review, its focus is on what happened and whether 

the defect is so manifest, fundamental and unambiguous that it threatens the 

integrity of the judicial process." Martin v. Commonwealth, 207 S.W.3d 1, 5 

(Ky. 2006). 

Under KRE 702, "a witness qualified as an expert" can testify as to 

"scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge." We note a situation 

similar to the present case in Mondie ·v. Commonwealth There, the 

Commonwealth had two officers testify �~�e�g�a�r�d�i�n�g� firearm ejectiop patterns 

without qualifying or presenting those witnesses as experts. · Mo'TJ,die v. 

Commonwealth, 158 �S�~�W�.�3�d� 203, 210-12 (Ky. 2005). In Mondie, the defense 

did object to the testimony being from a lay witness but "he did not object to 

. the failure to qualify [the officer] as an expert on ejection patterns and did not 

request a Daubert hearing." Id. at 212 (internal citations omitted). There, we 

noted that "[o]rdinarily, this matter would be resolved by the fact that the error 

was not preserved." Id. However, because the case was reversed, we provided 

further guidance on the issue for retrial. Id. 

Here, the issue was even less preserved than in Mondie. Defense 

requested discovery sanctions but did not request a Daubert hearing, object to 

the officer presenting expert testimony as a lay witness, or present a 

contemporaneous objection to any of the testimony at. trial. Det. Reiker's 

testimony was clearly technical, requiring expert knowledge. He testified as to 

chemical reactions leading to a conclusion that blood was present on the walls 
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- a conclusion to which a member of tlie general public �~�o�u�l�d� not reach 

without specific training ot knowledge. This is the epitome of testimony under 

the umbrella of KRE 702. 

The Commonwealth failed to honestly present this testimony as expert 

testimony. However, Charles failed to appropriately object or question the 

reliability of this testimony or the qualifications of the witness to give such 

testimony. We will not "·speculate on the outcome of an unrequested Daubert 

hearing." Tharp, 40 S.W.3d at 367-68. Without further information in the 

record, we cannot say that the detective would not have: been qualified as an 

expert or that the trial court would have found the evidence inadmissible. We 

decline to speculate as to what could have been. We cannot even say that the 

trial court erred - had the trial court been presented with a Daubert challenge, 

we would be faced with a very different decision. But we cannot assume what 

would or would not have happened. As such, we cannot say that this situation 

led to "manifest injustice." There is no palpable error in Det. Reiker testifying . 

as to the Bluestar testing and photographs. 

ii. Although the Commonwealth should have notified the 
Defense of the alteration to the photographs, the . 
photographs were still otherwise ·admissible pursuant to 
KRE 901 and 403. 

The Commonwealth compounded our reservations as to this particular 

presentation of evidence by altering the images and faiiing to notify the Defense 

of this edit. Det. Reiker photographed �s�e�v�e�r�~� images of the chemical reaction 

created by the Bluestar in Charles's home during their search. These images 

·were turned over to the Commonwealth and Defense. The Commonwealth, 
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however, felt that the images were not clear enough and decided to alter the 

contrast of the photographs to make the Bluestar chemical appear an even 

brighter blue in the phqtographs. Our main concern with this issue is that the 

Commonwealth did not tell the Defense of this alteration. Instead, only after 

being challenged three separate times during a pretrial hearing as to whether 

these images were edited did the prosecutor finally admit that someone in her 

office had changed the contrast in the photographs. Charles promptly objected 

to the admission of this evidence. 

We must take this opportunity to once again remind the agents of the 

Commonwe.alth of their very special and-particular duty. "A prosecutor has the 

responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This 

responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is 

accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided �u�p�o�n�·�~�h�e� basis �o�~� 

sufficient evidence." SCR 3.130, Editors' Notes, cmt. (1). Prosecutors owe the 

public a unique obligation to not only zealously advocate for their cctse but to 

ensure that they are honestly and forthrightly searching for the truth while 

upholding the sacred rights bestowed upon every defendant charged with a 

crime. As such, we would remind prosecutors not to play games with �e�v�i�d�e�n�c�~� 

but to be open and fair in _their production of evidence. Simply telling the 

Defense about an alteration to a photograph - an alteration that was 

admittedly purely technical-:-with sufficient time to bring a motion before the 
. . 

trial court would have protected �G�h�a�r�l�~�s�'�s� rights. 
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However, given this concern, we must still hold that the evidence as 

presented was admissible. For a photograph to be properly admitted, it must · 

simply be authenticated pursuant to KRE 901 and be otherwise admissible 

under our rules of evidence. We hold that �t�h�~�s�e� photographs met the 

threshold for KRE 901 and the probativeness of the photographs was not 
' . 

substantially outweighed by any prejudicial effect. 

KRE 901 requires "authentication or identification as a condition 

precedent to admissibility," which "is satisfied by evidence sufficient to support 

a finding that the n:_iatter in question is what its proponent claims." This 

burden "is slight, which requires only a prima facie showing of authenticity to 

the_ trial court." Johnson, 134 S.W.3d at 566 (citing United States v. Reilly, 33 

F.3d 1396, 1404 (3d Cir. 1994)). Despite the Commonwealth's editing of the 

photographs, Det. Reiker testified that the color ·of the printed photographs was 

accurate as to what he saw that day while applying the Bluestar formula. He 

testified that due to coloring, the reaction was not as bright in the initial 

photographs as it. was that day. As such, the photographs were what they 

purported t-0 be. This satisfies KRE 901 for authentication. 

Charles also argues that this evidence should have been excluded under 

KRE 403 as it :was "massively misleading." Charles's premise is that, because 

Bluestar can result in a positive chemical reaction to substances other than 
. ) 

blood, the potentiality for prejudice overwhelmed any possible probativeness. 

However, this argument, just as in Charles's argument regarding presumptive 

testing, must fail. The requirement for probativeness is slight. Despite this 
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minor requirement, the probative value of this evidence was very high. It made 

the possibility (not an actuality) that Goldia's blood was in Charles's home 

much more likely. This possibility was couched in terms of potential errors by 

both the Commonwealth and Charles. Det. Reiker admitted that some 

substance,s other than blood can result in positive reactions to Bluestar. 

Howev.er, it still made it more �l�i�~�e�l�y� that �G�o�l�d�i�~�'�s� blood was present in that 

home. And that was verified by later lab testing. As we stated in Manery, 

"each type of forensic test carries its own methodology and its own processes in 

reaching a reliable result in addition to itS own risks for error ... " 492 S.W.3d 

at I 48. These speculati_ve possibilities do not undermine the relevance of the 

evidence; this still requires a weighing of relevance and prejudice. Here, the 

relevance still outweighed any possible prejudice. This prejudice was mitigated 

by an effective cross-examination. Thus, we hold the trial court did not err in 

permitting Det. Reiker to �t�e�~�t�i�f�y� about the Bluestar testing and_ admitting the 

Bluestar photographs. 

C. The trial court properly admitted cell tower data evidence. 

We preface our analysis of this issue, as presented by Charles, by 

explaining that we are deeply troubled by the procedural idiosyncrasies created 

by the pa:rties and the trial court in· this case. Thus, we must first expla:ln the 

procedural progress of this issue and our interpretation of those situations. 

In January 2016, the trial court conducted a hearing on several motions 

by both the Commonwealth and �D�e�~�e�n�s�e�,� including the Defense motion to 

exclude Sergeant David Richardson from testifying as an expert witness 
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regarding historical cell tower data, pursuant to Daubert v. Merrell Dow 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and KRE 702. At that heating, the Commonwealth first 

argued thf;lt a �D�a�u�~�e�r�t� hearing was unnecessary and asked to present Sgt. 

Richardson as a witness to explain his. background and the information to 

which he would testify at trial'. The trial court heard that testimony, after 

reiterating the Commonwealth's statement that all the parties were not in court 

that day for an actual Daubert hearing. 

The Commonwealth took extensive testimony from Sgt. Richardson on 

his experience in law enforcement, training generally and specifically on 

historical cell tower data and its usage, the phone records in this ·case, the 

meaning of those cell phone records, and the import those records carry, so far 
. . 

as providing a possible location of both the Defendant and the victim in the 

relevant time period. Sgt. Richardson testified that the cell phones of the 

Defendant and the victim were "pinging," or signaling off of, the same cell 

phone towers at the time of the victim's disappearance. 3 Sgt. Richardson then 

testified that the victim's cell phone stopped pinging any cell phone towers at a 

certain time, implying that it was out of range or turned off. Sgt. Richardson 

concluded that, based on this e·vidence, the Defendant and victim were either 

together or in close proximity to each other during the day of Goldia's alleged 

disappearance. 

3 For a more in-:-depth explanation of the logistics and technicality _of historical 
cell phone data, please see this Court's opinion in Holbrook v. Commonwealth, 525 
S.W.3d 73, 79-80 (Ky. 2017). 
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TJ:ie Defense conducted an extensive cross-examination as to Sgt. 

Richardson's lack of significant training regarding cell phone records and his 

lack of knowledge as to certain information regarding these records. She also 

questioned him about the extent of the conclusion he could make from these 

records; he admitted that he could not say for· sure th[il.t Charles and the victim 

were together. Instead, he could just state that their cell phones were pinging 

ti:ie same cell phone towers, implying they were at least close to each other. At 

that time, the judge continued the hearing to the following Monday and both 

parties· stated Sgt. Richardson was not needed for any further. testimony. 

On.January 25, 2016, the hearing continued with argument from both 

sides. The Commonwealth argued that all of Charles's issues go to weight of _ 

the evidence and not admissibility; the prosecutor also argued that Sgt. 

Richardson was qualified to testify to these records. Charles, in turn, argued 

that the tes~mony involved technical and scientific information and Sgt. 

Richardson must be qualified as an expert witness to testify to these matters. 

Charles noted. that the Commonwealth had not requested that Sgt. Richardson 

be recognized as an expert or noticed him as an expert pursuant to the Rules of 

Criminal Procedure. Charles concluded that Sgt. Richardson could not testify 

to these matters as a lay witness. 

After some back and forth on this issue between the parties and the trial 

court, the Commonwealth then stated that "to a certain extent," Sgt. 

~ichardson was an expert and co1:1ld testify based on his specialized 

knowledge. Charles remarked on the "disingenuous" nature of the 
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Commonwealth's statement, given that the Commonwealth had argued against 

any kind of need for a Daubert hearing because the witness did not need to be 

an expert. The trial court continued to ask the Defense what expert. opinions 

Sgt. Richardson was making that led to the Defense objection. 

The trial court asked the Commonwealth ·how the witness was qualified 

to make the statements to which he would testify. The Commonwealth stated 

that he was qualified from his training. The judge asked if they needed another 

hearing to add to this information; the Commonwealth stated it did not think 

they would have any further information to add and Defense counsel remained 

silent and did not request further testimony on the subject. From this 

exchange, this Court must assume that the parties intended the testimony 

. from Sgt. Richardson to be utilized to make rulings on this issue and did not 

request or need further testimony from any witnesses. 

At that time·, the judge stated that the witness could testify the same way 

he did at the hearing regarding this issue. The trial court stated that it was 

"persuaded [Sgt. Richardson] kno·ws what he's talking about," and knew 

enough about the subject matter of his testimony. The judge found him to be . . 

"well-qualified." The judge stated that it was not an expert opinion but the 

witness was only a technician of the records. Defense counsel repeatedly 

asked whether this witness was being treated as an expert or lay witness; the 

trial court merely stated that he was not sure that matter was ever resolved by 

the hearing. 
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. In May 2016, the Commonwealth entered a notice of expert testimony to 

the court and Defense, and included Sgt. Ri~hardson as an expert witness. At 

a hearing on June 6, 2016 regarding a suppression motion, Defense counsel 

asked for clarification on this issue. The trial court then held that, based on 

Sgt. Richardson's work, training, and expertise, he was qualified to testify as 

an expert about the cell phone records. The judge found that this information 

would be helpful to the jury and he was persuaded that the witness knew what 

he was talking about. He overruled the Defense motion to exclude the witness. 

Defense counsel then seemed to argue that the witness should only be allowed 

to testify as a lay witness and stated she would supplement the record with a 

brief of authority. The trial court followed up this oral hearing with a written 

order, overruling the Defense motion. 

1) Historic cell phone data requires an expert witness. 

At the outset, we must hold that the evidence in question was . 

specialized, technical knowledge requiring a qualified witness under KRE 702. 

Under the rule, only "a witness qualified as an expert" may testify to "scientific, 

technical, or other specialized knowledge." If there is "a proffer of expert 

testimony, the trial judge must determine at the outset of trial ... 'whether the 

expert is proposing to testify to (1) scientific [, technical, or other specialized] 

knowledge that .(2) will assist the trier of fact to understand or determine a fact 

in issue.". Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 11 S.W.3d at 578 (quoting Daubert, 509 

U.S. at 592). To the first issue, the judge must decide whether this evidence 

falls under KRE 702. 
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\ . 

When faced with the cell phone records in this case, a lay witness would 

not have the necessary knowledge to interpr~t the meaning or import of those 

records. This fact is further evidenced by the Commonwealth's own 

questioning regarding Sgt. Richardson's training with the FBI and other 

organizations on how to read and· interpret cell phone records like the ones at 

issue here. This is technical knowledge that requires an expert witness to · 

explain. Thus, the requirements of KRE 702 must have been fulfilled for Sgt. 
. . . 

Richardson to testify as he did at trial about the meaning of these records. 

2) The trial court did not abuse its discretion in holding Sgt. 
·Richardson was qualified as an expert witness. 

· At first, the handling of the Defense motion to. exclude creates some 

confusion as to what issues· the court and parties were addressing. The odd 

practice of having a preliminary he.aring as to" whether a hearing is needed -

·but then treating that testimony as sufficient for a hearing·_ gives this Court 

pause and doubt as to the procedural adequacy of the proceedings. However, 

we must treat the proceedings as the parties did and do our best to ensure the 

fairness of those proceedings. 

Although the Commonwealth initially argued that Sgt. Richardson did 

not need to be an expert, the prosecution questioned. him as to his 

qualifications and later submitted notice regarding his expert testimony. 

Although Charles initially argued that Sgt. Richardson could not testify as a lay 

witness, he later argued that Sgt. Richardson was not qualified as an expert 

and could only testify as a lay witness. The trial court initially stated Sgt. 

Richardson did not need to be an expert but, after the Commonwealth entered 
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its notice, s~ll found him to be qualified as an expert based on it~ initial 

findings after the hearing. The trial court gave Charles an opportunity to 

request further testimony or additional time to present evidence as to the 

reliability of the methods of cell phone data during argument in January 2016; 
. . 

however, Charles c:Iid pot take advantage of that opportunity. All parties 

treated the testimony from Sgt. Richardson as testimony that would have been 

repeated had a formal Daubert hearing occurred .. We shall, therefore, treat that 
. . ' 

testimony in the same manner - as testimony for the purposes of a Daubert 

hearing. As ~uch, we must view the trial court's decision based on the 

evidence it had before it. 

"A trial court's ruling on th~ ad;mission of expert testimony is reviewed 

under the same standard as a trial court's ruling on any other evidentiary 

matter." Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 11 S.W.3d at 578 (citing Fugate v. 

Commonwealth, 993 S.W.2d 931, 935 (Ky. 1999) and Justice v. Commonwealth, 

987 S.W.2d 306, 214-15 (Ky. 1998)). "[A]buse of discretion is the proper 

standard of revie~," therefore, for a ruling on admission of expert testimony. 

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 11 S.W.3d at 577 (internal citati?ns omitted). 

"The decision as .to qualifications of an expert rests ih the sound discretion of 

the trial court and we will not disturb such ruling absent an abuse of 

discretion." Fugate, 993 S.W.2d at 935 (citing Kentucky Power Co. v. Kilbourn, 

307 S. W.2d 9 (Ky. 1957) and Ford v. Commonwealth, 665 S. W.2d 304 (Ky. 

1983)). "The test for abuse ·of discretion is whether the trial judge's decision 

was arbitrary, unreasonable, unfair, or unsupported by sound legal principles." 
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Foley, 425 S.W.3d at 886 (citing English, 993 S.W.2d at 945 (internal citations 

omi~ted)). 

We cannot s~y that the trial court's decision here, t_o qualify Sgt. 

Richardson as an expert and allow him to testify as to the cell tower data, was 

"arbitrary, unreasonable, unfair, or unsupported by sound legal principles." 

See Foley, 425 S.W.3d at 886. Although technical knowledge, the testimony 

did not require particularized testing .. Sgt. Richardson testified as to multiple 

years in law enforcement; multiple times reviewing records like these; 

specialized training he had undergone; communications with cell phone 

companies to obtain further information about records; and several years' 

experience in th.e general field of law enforcement forensics. The trial judge 

specifically stated that based on Sgt. Richardson's work, training, and 

expertise, he found the officer to be qualified to explain these records to the 

jury. Based on the information in the record before us, we cannot hold that 

such a decision was an abuse of discretion. 

We still recognize "that the admission of historical cell-site evidence is. a 

matter to be assessed care.fully." Holbrook, 525 S.W.3d at 82. However, here, 

as in Holbrook, the "testimony was relevant and probative." Id. Although 

Defense counsel questioned Sgt. Richardson's lack of ability tp ~swer specific 

questions she pos~d, this is a matter of weight rather than admissibility. An 

expert must not be infallible to be qualified; based on the information before it, 

this was a matter soundly in the trial court's discretion. We still caution trial 

courts to carefully assess the nature of this proffered evidence-both the 
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qualifications of the expert and the reliability of the evidence. But based upon 

our review of the circumstances in this case, we cannot say the trial court's 

decisiOn was an abuse of that discretion. 

3) The trial court did not abuse its discretion in admitting the 
cell phone evidence under KRE 403. 

Charles also argues that admission of this evidence violated the tenets of 

KRE 403.· Here, we must reiterate our holding as to the presumptive blood 
'--· 

testing. The th_reshold for relevance is a "minimal" showing of probative value. 

See Roe, 493 S.W.3d at 820 (internal citations omitted). The evidence had a 

tendency to prove the Commonwealth's theory that Charles and Goldia were 

together on the evening that she was murdered. Additionally, the probative 

value of this· evidence was not substantially outweighed by any undue 

prejudice. See KRE 403. Although the evidence was prejudicial, it was not 

unduly prejudicial. · KRE 403 "does not offer protection against evidence that is 

merely prejudicial in the sense that it is detrimental to a party's case." Webb, 

387 S.W.3d at 326 (citing Carter, 617 F.2d at 972 and Brazos River Auth., 469 

F.3d at 427). The evidence was highly probative; the prejudice did not rise to 

. the level of undue prejudice requiring exclusion under KRE 403. The issues 

Charles presented with this evidence are issues of weight, rather than 

admissibility. The jury was properly entrusted with the evidence to give it its 

due weight in making an ultimate decision regarding guilt. We hold the trial 

court did not abuse its discretion in admitting this evidence. 
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D. The· trial court· did not abuse its discretion in excluding any of the 
aalt-perp evidence. 

Charles next alleges that his right to present an alternative perpetrator 

defense was severely limited by several of the trial court's evidentiary rulings. 

· "The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees a criminal 

defendant the opportunity to present a full defense, and that guarantee 

includes the right to introduce evidence that an alternate perpetrator 

' 
committed the offense." Gray v. Commpn,wealth, 480 S.W.3d 253, 2.66 (Ky. 

2016) (citing Harris v. Commonwealth, 134 S.W.3d 603, 608 (Ky. 2004)). For 

aalt-perp evidence. to be admitted, "all KRE 403 requires _is evidence 'of some 

logical, qualifying information to enhance the proffered evidence beyond 

speculative, farfetched theories that may potentially confuse the issues or 

mislead· the jury." Gray, 480 S.W.3d at 268. 

However, this does not make aalt-perp evidence automatically 

admissible. It must still be admissible under the other rules of evidence. Our 

aalt-perp standard merely offers guidance in determining the relevance of these 

aalt-perp theories. This Court agrees that the "latitude" states have to create 

rules of evidence is -limited by the Constitution. See Holmes v. South Carolina, 

547· U.S. 319, 324 (2006). The constitutionally guaranteed right to present a 

·defense must not be "abridged by evidence rules that .'infring[e] upon a weighty 

interest of the accused' and are [1arbitrary' or 'disproportionate to the purposes 

they are designed to serve."' Id. (quoting United States. v. Scheffer, 523 U.S. 

303,.308 (1998) (quoting Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44, 58, 56 (1987))). Thus, 
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we.must determine .the admissibility of each of the proffered items from Charles 

to determine if they were, independently, admissible under our rules of 

evidence. These evidentiary rulings of the trial court are still reviewed for 

abuse of discretion. See Gray, 480 S.W.3d at 268. We must also determine 

whether the rules in question arbitrarily infringe upon Charles's right to 

present a defense, and deprived him of a fair trial. 

Before beginping the analysis of the excluded evidence, we would note 

that Charles did provide a robust cross-examination of Zach Massey. Defense 

crossed Massey about: his erred reporting of the date of his mother's 

disappearance; his knowledge of a friend who owned a w_hite truck (as Charles 

claimed Goldia had left in the night of her disappearance) and his failure to 

report it to police; his tumultuous relationship with his mother; his extensive 

drug use; his inconsistencies in explaining the date of his mother's 

disappearance; and the police's failure to ever obtain Massey's DNA for 

analysis. Thus, while some of the proposed evidence was excluded, Charles did 

provide. a wealth of aalt-perp evidence to support his theory of the crime. 

1) Rob1>ery with Box Cutter 

Charles requested to ask Massey about a robbery from December of 

2014, for which Massey was later convicted. Charles also requested to ask 

about his use of a box cutter as a weapon during that robbery. The conviction 

and crime are governed by KRE 609 and the use of the weapon falls under KRE 

404. 
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Charles does not argue that Massey's conviction was relevant for any . 

purposes other than impeachment. Thus, we must determine whether the 

conviction was admissible pursuant to KRE 609. Under that rule, evidence of a 

conviction is admissible "if the crime was punishable by death or imprisonment 

for one ... year or more under the law ... " Additionally,. "[t]he identity of the 

crime upon which conviction was .based may not be disclosed upon cross

examination unless the witness has denied the existence' of the conviction" 

(emphas.is added). The existence of this conviction i~ clearly admissible. 

Charles was permitted to ask this question of the witness. However, without a 

denial of the conviction, the identity of the crime was simply inadmissible 

pursuant to the rule. As such, tJ::ie court's decision to exclude such evidence 

was not an abuse of discretfon. 

Charles 8.1.so requested to ask Massey about his use of a box cutter 

during the commission of this crime. As.suming this evidence could be 

separated from the identity of the crime, such admission would still violate 

KRE 404. -Charles's intent.was.to show a te.ndency for violence from the 

witness, thereby creating the impression that he could have acted in 

accordance;with such character, and killed his mother. During arguments 

before the court, Charles claimed that this evidence fulfilled about "every 

exc~ption to 404(b)" and yet failed to enumerate how, either at trial or in his. 

brief. This Court fails to recognize how such a piior bad act ~ould meet one of 

the exceptions; if the Commonwealth had submitted this evidence about 

Charles, we would make a similar ruling. This evidence was offered purely for 
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propensity purposes. As such, we hold that the trial court did not abuse its 

discretion in preventing Charles from raising· these issues during Massey's 

testimony. 

2) Prior Domestic Violence with GQldia 

Charles also requested that the Court allow him to ask Massey about a 

prior incident of domestic abuse with his mother, Goldia. This incident 

occurred in .2006, while Massey was still a minor and led to a petition in 

juvenile court. The date of the incident would have been eight years prior to 

Goldia's disappearance. The Commonwealth objected to introduction of this 

evidence but conceded that Charles should be allowed to ask whether there 

had been any element of physical abuse or altercations between Massey and 

his mother during the year of 2014 before she disappeared. The Court agreed 

and ruled accordingly. Charles now argues he should have been permitted·to 

ask about this incident from 2006. 

This evidence is, once again, evidence of a prior. bad act under KRE · 

404(b). Additionally, it is offered to prove that Massey may have acted in 

accordance with that bad act and killed his mother. Thus," the evidence must 

meet one of the exceptions under KRE 404(b) to be admissible. This Court 

agrees that this evidence could be offered to prove motive; a history of violence 

could potentially lead to·.a mc;>tive for murder. However, the issue with 

admissibility arises from the temporal remoteness. "[P]rior acts are not 

admissible when the conduct occurred too remote in time to fairly represent 

any reasonable application to the present crimes." Driver v. Commonwealth, 
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' ' 

361 S.W.3d 877, 884 (Ky. 2012) (Giting Barnes v. Commonwealth, 794 S.W.2d 

165, 169 (Ky. 1990)). 

The prior act of physical violence was against the victim, making it far 

more relevant. See Driver, 361 S.W.3d at 885. But, it occurred over eight 

years prior to the murder, while Massey was still a juvenile. Given these 

circumstances, we cannot say that th~ trial c.ourt did not.properly exercise its 

discretion in making its decision to exclude the evidence. The.trial court . 

weighed the facts of the situation but, given the remoteness of the time, chose 
' ' 

to limit the period for which Charles could question the witness about violence 

against Goldia. We hold that such a decision was a proper exercise of 

discretion. 

3) 2Q07 Tampering 

The last piece of aalt-perp evidence Charles sought to introduce during 

Massey's 'testimony was evidence of an incident in .2007. At that time, Massey 

had disposed of a stolen cell phone in the river. Charles claimed that this 

evidence showed knowledge of ability to dispose of evidence. The trial court 

believed the evidence would violate KRE 404(b) but reserved ruling until· 

hearing the context of the testimony. Contrary to Charles's machinations in 

his brief, this issue was not preserved. Defense counsel did not attempt to ask. 

these questions at trial nor broach the topic wi:th the court ·again. Charles 

attempts to argue that, because the trial court limited the questioning 

regarding physical abuse to 2014, this line of questioning would have al~o been 

excluded. We cannot assume this fact, however. While we understand the 
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Commonwealth's argument that this issue was waived, we will review this issue 

for palpable error to ensure the fairness of Charles's proceedings. See RCr 

10.26 .. 

The trial court correctly determined that the evidence of tampering would 

fall under KRE 404(b). Similar to the physical altercation evidence, this 

evidence would have only been admitted to show conformity of behavior 

therewith. Although, arguably, this evidence may go to. plan or knowledge, that 

link is tangential at best. Given the tempora.I remoteness and low probative 

value, we hold that there was no palpable error in excluding such evidence. 

4) KRE 609 and 404 do not arbitrarily prohibit a defendant's 
right to present a defense. · 

The right to present a defense "does not· ... abrogate the rules of 

evidence." McPherson v. Commonwealth, 360 S.W.3d 207, 214 (Ky. 2012). 

Even if these rules of evidence would prohibit admission of evidence, if those · 

rules arbitrarily prohibit a defendant's ability to present a defense, the 

defendant's constitutional rights are violated. "[T]he defendant's interest in the 

challenge4 evidence must be weighed against the interest the evidentiary rule 

. is meant to serve, and only if application of the rule would be arbitrary in the 

particular case or disproportionate to the state's legitimate interest must the 

rule bow to the defendant's right." Id. (citing Montgomery v. Commonwealth, 

320 S.W.3d 28, 41 (Ky. 2010); Holmes, 547 U.S. 319; and Scheffer, 523 U.S. 

303). As such, we inust examine .the nature of KRE 609 and 404. to determine 

whether they arbitrarily act in a way to proh~bit a defendant's ability to present 

aalt-perp evidence. We hold that KRE 609 and 404 do not arbitrarily prohibit 
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the right to present a complete defense and are grounded in reasonable 

attempts to govern the introduction of evidence at trial. 

In examining Federal Rule of Evidence 609, similar to KRE 609, the 

United States Supreme Court stated that "[e]vidence that a litigant or.his 

witness is ·a convicted felon tends to shift a jury's focus from the ·worthiness of 

the litigant's position to the moral worth of the litigant himself." Green v. Bock 

Laundry Mach. Co., 490 U.S. 504, 510 (1989). The Court spent considerable 

time reviewing the history of the rule and the attempt in its drafting to prevent 

unfair prejudice to witnesses and accused parties. Id. at 510-21. ·Our rule of . . 

evidence also attempted to manage the effect of undue prejudice while still 

favoring admissibility of evidence where relevant. The rule allows evidence of 

convictions but prevents admission of details regarding crimes and 

circumstances of conyiction unless offered by the witness. This rule is far from 

arbitrary; in fact, in most cases it protects an accused who chooses to testify 

but has a criminal conviction. The rule is applied to all parties, be he a· 

defendant or witness. The rule serves the purpc:;>se of.giving the jury 
) 

information. while still prohibiting an influx of prejudicial information that may 

mislead or confuse the jury. Thus, application of this rule to Charles's case did 

not violate his constitutional rights. 

~RE 404 also serves a valid and legitimate purpose. The "evidentiary 

rule seeks to prevent the admission of evidence of a defendant's previous bad 

· actions which 'show a propensity or predisposition to again commit the same 

or a similar act.'". White v. Commonwealth, -- S.W.3d --, 2014-SC-000725-MR, 
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2017 WL 3635130, *3 (Ky. Aug. 24, 2017) .. The rule, of course, also applies to 

prior bad acts of witnesses. See McPherson, 360 S.W.3d at 213-14. Thus, 

again, the rule attempts to protect both defendants and witnesses from being 

unfairly prejudiced; it provides an avenue for relevant evidence to be submitted 

to the jury while still protecting the process from an inundation of prejudicial 
. . 

information that may only tangentially relate to the crime at hand. Once again, 

this rule is neither arbitrary nor disproportionate to the state's interest. 

Therefore, we hold that the trial court acted properly in excluding the proposed 

aalt-perp evidence and Charles's constitUtional right to present a defense was 

not violated. 

E. There was not cu.mulative error. 

Under the doctrine of cumulative error, "multiple errors, although 

harmless individually, ma:Y be deemed reversible jf their cumulative effect is to 

render the trial fundamentally unfair." Brown v. Commonwealth, 313 S.W.3d 

577, 631 (Ky. 2010). However, "[w]e have found cumulative error only where 

the individual errors were themselves substantial, bordering, at least, on the 

prejudicial." Id. (citing Funk v. Commonwealth, 842 S.W.2d 476 (Ky. 1992)). In 

this case, while we have questioned the sufficiency of some of the proceedings 

in the court below, we have found no reversible-error. We have found no error 

on any preserved issues; on unpreserved issues, we have not found any 

palpable error. None of the issues together are so substantial as to create a 

fundamentally unfair effect. Thus, we hold. there was no cumulative error 

rendering Charles's trial unfair. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

After thorough examination, and procedural scrutiny, .we ho~d that 

Charles's trial was fair and constitutionally adequate. We thereby affirm the 

judgment of the Fayette Circuit Court. 

All sitting. All concur. 
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